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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For the seventh straight year, Temkin Group has benchmarked the competency and
maturity levels of voice of the customer (VoC) programs within large organizations. This
year we surveyed close to 200 large companies and asked them to complete Temkin
Group’s VoC Competency and Maturity Assessment, which evaluates their capabilities
across what we call the “Six Ds:” Detect, Disseminate, Diagnose, Discuss, Design, and
Deploy. This report also includes data from these companies’ responses to help you
benchmark your own company’s VoC efforts. We compared this year’s results with
those from previous years and found that:
< While most companies think that their VoC efforts are successful, less than one-

quarter of companies consider themselves good at making changes to the business
based on the insights.

< Companies find their VoC programs to be most valuable for “identifying and fixing

quick-hit operational issues” and least valuable for “identifying innovative product
and service ideas.”

< Companies expect technology will continue to heavily impact their VoC programs in

the future, especially for integrating survey data with CRM and operational data.

< In the future, companies expect the most important source of insights to be

customer interaction history and the least important source to be multiple-choice
questions.

< The most common activity for VoC teams is defining customer experience metrics

for their companies, and this activity became even more popular over the past year.

< Only 14% of companies have reached the two highest levels of VoC maturity (out of

six levels), while 46% remain in the bottom two levels.

< When we compared higher-scoring VoC programs with lower-scoring programs, we

found that companies with mature programs are more successful, technologyfocused, and mobile-oriented and have more full-time staff and more involved senior
executives.

< Companies with more mature VoC programs identified “integration across systems”

as the most common obstacle they face, while less mature VoC programs struggle
the most with “cooperation across the organization.”

VOC PROGRAMS ARE SUCCESSFUL, BUT HAVE ROOM TO IMPROVE
Voice of the customer (VoC) programs form the cornerstone of most companies’ customer
experience efforts. So to understand how these programs have advanced in recent years, we
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surveyed 186 large organizations with VoC programs and compared the results to similar
studies we’ve conducted over the previous few years.1 Our analysis shows that:
§

Most VoC programs deliver results. Almost three-quarters of the companies we
surveyed report that their VoC programs are either “somewhat” or “very” successful,
while only 8% of respondents rate their VoC efforts as “unsuccessful” (see Figure 1).
This is a slightly less bullish view than we found last year.

§

Organizations are struggling to make changes to their businesses. While 63% of
respondents think they are “good” or “very good” at soliciting customer feedback,
only about one-quarter feel equally as confident about their ability to make changes
to their business based on those insights or about their ability to review implications
that cut across the organization (see Figure 2). Compared to last year, companies feel
less positively about their performance across every area of their VoC efforts.

§

The most value comes from quick hits. When we asked the respondents about how
their VoC program has helped their organization, 56% said that it helped them to
“identify and fix quick-hit operational issues,” the most frequently selected area (see
Figure 3). We also found a severe drop in the percentage of companies that say their
VoC program provides value by helping them “identify and fix process issues” and
“fuel a continuous improvement process.”

§

Technology is playing an increasingly important role. We asked companies to
predict how important different technologies will be to their VoC programs in the
upcoming months. In each of the areas, the percentage of respondents who think that
the technology will become more important in the coming year dwarfs the percentage
of those who think it will become less important (see Figure 4). At the top of the list,
74% believe that “integration of survey data with CRM and operational data” will
become more important over the next year.

§

Multiple-choice surveys will continue to decline in significance. When we asked
companies to estimate how important different sources of customer insights will be
three years down the road, 78% indicated that customer interaction history would be
more important (see Figure 5). Meanwhile, at the bottom of the list, only 33% of
respondents believe that multiple-choice questions will increase in importance.

§

Most surveys work in mobile browsers. How do companies collect feedback through
mobile devices? Fifty-six percent of companies use mobile browsers to gather
insights, while only 2% look at user-generated photos or video (see Figure 6).

§

Most firms have a full-time VoC staff. Eighty-four percent of respondents have at
least one full-time employee dedicated to their VoC program, and more than 60%
have three or more employees on their VoC team (see Figure 7). Despite these
numbers, this year significantly fewer respondents said that their voice of the
customer efforts are driven by a centralized VoC group compared to last year.

§

VoC teams most frequently define CX metrics. More than two-thirds of VoC teams
have the responsibility of “defining customer experience metrics for the company”
(see Figure 8). This area of focus increased the most since last year.

1

Temkin Group surveyed 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues during September
2017.
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§

Executive involvement remains about the same. We provided respondents with five
statements describing different ways in which their senior executive team could
participate in VoC efforts, and then we asked them which of the statements applied to
their company (see Figure 9). We found that executives are most likely to get updates
about the overall VoC program and are least likely to use VoC insights to guide their
own decisions.

§

Integration remains a serious problem. Two-thirds of the companies identified
“integration across systems” as a significant obstacle to their VoC efforts (see Figure
10). The second most common obstacle, with 63%, is “cooperation across the
organization.” This obstacle grew more than any other over the past year.

ASSESSING THE MATURITY OF VOC PROGRAMS
To create a leading-edge voice of the customer program, companies must have what we call
the "Six Ds" of a closed-loop VoC program (see Figure 11):
1. Detect: Monitor the right feedback at the right time from the right customers and
combine it with other key data sources.
2. Disseminate: Put information in the hands of the right people at the right time in the
right form so that they can act upon it.
3. Diagnose: Gain a deeper understanding of problems or opportunities that the
feedback uncovers.
4. Discuss: Get the right people from the right organizations reviewing the right
information to understand what’s affecting customers.
5. Design: Follow user-centric approaches for identifying changes that will improve the
customer experience.
6. Deploy: Make ongoing changes to the experiences and the processes for monitoring
those changes.
Five Levels of VoC Maturity – From Novices to Transformers
As companies master the Six Ds, they evolve through five levels of maturity, moving from
“Novices” through to “Transformers” (see Figure 12). To pinpoint where companies fall on
the scale of VoC maturity, we created Temkin Group’s VoC Competency and Maturity
Assessment (see Figures 13 and 14). We examined the results from respondents who
completed the assessment, and we found that:
§

VoC specialists are the best area of performance. We looked at the percentage of
companies that regularly exhibit each of the thirty VoC characteristics and compared
the data to last year’s responses (see Figure 15). The most prevalent VoC capability is
“having an identified group of employees across the company that are specialists in
analyzing and applying customer insights.” The least common activity is “following a
repeatable process for redesigning experiences that require changes across multiple
organizations” (see Figure 16).
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§

New offerings gain more customer insights. The percentage of companies that say
“customer feedback goals are a core element of the requirements for new products
and services” has increased more than any other VoC capability in the past year (see
Figure 17). Meanwhile, the percentage of companies that say “customer interactions
with the contact center are analyzed as part of the voice of the customer program”
has decreased the most since last year (see Figure 18).

§

There is a lot of room for improvement. Only 14% of companies have reached the
top two levels of VoC maturity. This lack of maturity is exemplified by the fact that
Discuss has the highest competency level of any of the 6 Ds, and yet only 20% of
companies received at least a “good” rating for it (see Figure 19).

§

Companies’ VoC programs aren’t maturing. The percentage of companies in the
top three levels of VoC maturity dropped a bit from 57% last year to 54% this year
(see Figure 20). Only two of the six competencies improved since last year, Deploy
and Design.

ANATOMY OF SUCCESSFUL VOC PROGRAMS
Based on their overall scores in the VoC assessment, we split the companies into two groups
and compared the top half of the companies (with more mature VoC programs) to the bottom
half of the companies (with less mature VoC programs). We compared these two and found
that more mature VoC programs:
§

Enjoy more success. Ninety-four percent of VoC leaders report operating successful
VoC programs, compared with only 53% of VoC laggards (see Figure 21). And while
VoC leaders claim significantly higher success across every area we examined,
leaders and laggards differ most significantly when it comes to how effectively they
develop actionable insights from the data.

§

Will focus more on integration, analytics, and customer communities. Compared
to VoC laggards, VoC leaders see data integration across systems and predictive
analytics as much more likely to increase in importance over the next 12 months (see
Figure 22). These leading firms are also more bullish about online customer
communities as a source of insights, but less bullish about the future of content center
interactions.

§

Are more mobile-oriented. Mature VoC program are much more likely to use almost
every mobile collection mechanism we listed (see Figure 23). This is especially true
for surveying through a mobile app.

§

Help their companies, especially strategically. The mature VoC programs report
helping their companies in each of the 13 potential areas we listed more frequently
than their less mature counterparts (see Figure 24). The largest gap between VoC
leaders and VoC leaders occurs when it comes to “making strategic decisions more
customer-centric.”

§

Benefit from more staff and more coordinated efforts. Fifty percent of more
mature VoC programs are staffed with at least six full-time employees, compared with
only 31% of less mature programs (see Figure 25). These leaders are also much more
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likely to have VoC programs that are significantly coordinated across their
organizations.
§

Have VoC teams with more responsibilities. Companies with more mature VoC
programs are more likely to have their VoC teams handle all 10 of the responsibilities
we listed (see Figure 26).

§

Benefit from significantly more engaged executives. One of the most dramatic
differences between these two groups of companies is the level of involvement from
their executive teams; senior executive teams are significantly more involved in
mature VoC efforts across every single area we examined (see Figure 27). Executives
at companies with more mature VoC programs are more than 25 percentage-points
more likely to do all of the activities we listed.

§

Are facing fewer significant obstacles. Companies with more mature VoC programs
are less likely to run into almost all of the problems we listed, with the exception of
“funding levels” and “sample sizes of feedback” (see Figure 28). The top issue for
mature VoC programs is “integration across systems,” while the top obstacle for less
mature VoC programs is “cooperation across the organization.” The areas where
these two groups differ most are “cooperation across the organization” and “clear
objectives for the VoC program.”

PROPEL YOUR VOC PROGRAM TO THE NEXT GENERATION
Here’s what we recommend for propelling your VoC program to the next level:
§

Benchmark your VoC maturity. Complete the VoC assessment and compare your
results for each competency, as well as your overall maturity score, with those of other
large companies (see Figure 29).

§

Discuss the results. Share your findings with colleagues, and then discuss the
implications of your scores and talk about any differences between your assessments.

§

Identify areas of weakness. Using the results from the assessment, determine which
of the Six Ds needs the most work. Be sure to look at the individual questions to spot
potential areas for improvement.

§

Set plans for improvement. Identify a few specific areas to focus on and then put
plans and measurements in place for improving your VoC program.
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Effectiveness of Voice of the Customer Programs
How would you rate the results of your VoC program?

10%

Very successful

15%
12%

64%

Somewhat successful

63%
59%

12%

Neither successful or unsuccessful

12%

2017

2016

18%
2015
8%

Unsuccessf ul

6%
4%

6%

It's too early to tell

5%
7%

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Evaluation of Voice of the Customer Elements
How would you rate your company's CURRENT PERFORMANCE in the
following areas of its voice of the customer efforts?
Very good

Good

Okay

Soliciting customer feedback

Poor

25%

Very poor

38%

30%

7%

Sharing feedback across the organization

11%

30%

38%

18%

Developing actionable insights from the data

11%

27%

41%

17%

Using feedback as a success metric f or new or
enhanced experiences

9%

28%

Designing solutions to problems based on the
6%
insights

37%

25%

45%

22%
21%

Reviewing implications that cut across
organizations 5%

21%

40%

28%

Making changes to the business based on the
insights 5%

19%

44%

26%

Rated as “Good” or “Very Good”
63%

Soliciting customer feedback

67%
40%
44%
46%

Sharing feedback across the organization

38%
43%
40%

Developing actionable insights from the data
Using feedback as a success metric f or new or
enhanced experiences

75%

37%

N/A
N/A

Designing solutions to problems based on the
insights
Reviewing implications that cut across
organizations
Making changes to the business based on the
insights

2017
2016
2015

31%

38%
33%

26%
29%
27%
24%
26%

34%

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Where Companies Get Value From VoC Programs
In which of the following areas has your voice of the customer program
SIGNIFICANTLY HELPED your company? (Select all that apply)
56%

Identifying & fixing quick-hit operational
issues

65%
60%

55%
56%
60%

Recovering from problems with individual
customers

52%
51%
47%

Targeting coaching & training f or
employees

48%

Identifying & fixing process issues

59%

Making strategic decisions more
customer-centric
Building customer empathy
Fueling a continuous improvement
process
Identifying & solving product issues

43%
41%

N/A
38%

N/A
N/A

2017
38%

N/A

31%
31%

43%

29%
22%
25%
24%
25%

Making investment decisions more
customer-centric

19%

Identifying & fixing organizational issues
Identifying innovative product and service
ideas

2016
2015

N/A
N/A

N/A

50%

35%

Identifying & fixing technology issues
Making new offerings more customercentric

72%

31%
32%
16%
15%

N/A

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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How Technology Enables Voice of the Customer Programs
Compared with the previous 12 months, how important do you think
these technologies will be to your voice of the customer efforts
during the next 12 months?
Significantly MORE

Somewhat MORE

Integration of survey data with
CRM and operational data

Text mining/analytics

26%

21%

Predictive analytics

21%

13%

Less

Not currently using

48%

24%

Platf orm for managing surveys,
doing analysis, and distributing
insights

Speech/voice analytics

About t he s ame

41%

20%

40%

13%

38%

45%

26%

20%

22%

30%

12%

28%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Changing Importance of Customer Insight Channels
Looking ahead three years, how much MORE or LESS IMPORTANT
do you think these sources of customer insights will be to your
VoC program compared with today?
Significantly MORE

Somewhat MORE

About t he s ame

Customer interaction history

33%

Open-ended verbatims from customers

22%

Social media conversations

21%

Qualitative research

21%

Front-line employee feedback

20%

Online customer communities

18%

Multiple choice surveys of customers

45%

25%

Content of contact center interactions

13%

LESS
20%

45%

28%

40%

35%

48%

30%

43%

34%

49%

28%

44%
20%

34%
49%

18%

Companies that think these sources of customer insights will be
more important in three years, 2015 to 2017
77%
78%
80%

Customer interaction history
Open-ended verbatims from customers

70%
66%
71%

Front-line employee feedback

70%
72%
67%

Social media conversations

69%
71%
67%
64%
60%

Qualitative research
N/A

2016
2015

62%
66%

Online customer communities
N/A

62%
59%

Content of contact center interactions
Closed-ended (multiple choice) surveys of
customers

2017

72%

33%
26%
27%

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Collecting Customer Feedback Via Mobile
Which of the following mechanisms (if any) are you using to collect
feedback from MOBILE DEVICES? (Select all that apply)
56%

Survey through a mobile browser

57%

23%

Survey through a mobile app

26%

19%

Collection of verbal feedback

23%

15%

SMS with link to a survey

20%
2017
15%

SMS text message

2016

16%

QR codes or short codes

6%
8%

Beacons or location-sensing mechanisms

3%
3%

User generated pictures or video

2%
7%

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®

Figure 6
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Structure of Voice of the Customer Organizations
How many full-time employees are dedicated to running your voice
of the customer program?
More than 25
16 to 25
11 to 15

6%

6%
8%

4%
2%

11%
9%
2017
2016

5%

2015

4%

6 to 10

18%
18%

10%

22%

3 to 5

22%
24%

1 or 2

34%

8%
9%
7%

No dedicated full-time employees
I do not know

28%
25%

9%
6%
7%

Which of the following best describes the voice of the customer
efforts within your company?
Limited efforts underway in diff erent parts of
the company

16%
12%
15%

Significant efforts across the company with
minimal coordination across them

2017
2016
2015

31%
25%
38%

Significant efforts across the company with
significant coordination across them

26%
22%
20%

Significant efforts across the company that are
driven by a centralized VoC group

26%
41%
28%

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Responsibilities of Voice of the Customer Teams
Which of the following are the primary responsibilities of your
company's centralized VoC team? (Select all that apply)
68%

Def ine customer experience metrics for the
company

60%
62%
67%

Develop regular (monthly/quarterly) VoC
dashboards for executive team

73%
65%
63%

Make recommendations f or improvements
that different organizational groups should
make based on the VoC analysis

63%
67%
53%

Develop customized VoC reports for different
organizational groups across the company

69%
60%
47%

Maintain list of top customer issues across
the company

50%
44%

2015

44%
49%
45%

Manage relationship with market research
vendor(s)

Train and coordinate VoC advocates across
the company

2016

46%

Track progress of improvement programs
across the company that are based on VoC
analysis

Lead improvement programs across the
company that are based on VoC analysis

2017

53%
48%
36%
43%
42%
33%
36%

N/A

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Voice of the Customer Executive Involvement
Which of the following statements describe how the SENIOR
EXECUTIVE TEAM is involved with your company's VoC program?

67%

They get regular updates about the overall
VoC program

68%
64%

55%

A member of the SENIOR EXECUTIVE TEAM
is a sponsor of the VoC program

61%
59%

47%

They regularly review feedback data and
scores

2017

51%

2016
2015

55%

44%

They often discuss the importance of the VoC
program with the rest of the company

43%
41%

35%

They use VoC insights to guide their own
decisions

28%
37%

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®

Figure 9
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Obstacles to Voice of the Customer Success
Which of the following do you think are SIGNIFICANT OBSTACLES to
improving your voice of the customer program? (Select all that apply)
66%
67%
61%

Integration across systems

Cooperation across the organization

53%
53%
50%

Clear ROI from VoC efforts

63%

59%

49%
44%
46%
49%

Funding levels

42%
41%
46%

Staffing levels

35%
29%
31%

Executive support

28%
30%
32%

Clear objectives for VoC program

2017
2016
2015

27%
28%
31%

Internal skills & capabilities

25%
24%

Leadership of VoC program
15%

24%
30%
29%

Agreement on metrics

20%
15%
21%

Sample sizes of f eedback

Support from vendors

4%
4%
8%

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Six Ds of a Successful Closed-Loop
Voice of the Customer Program

Detect

Deploy

Disseminate

Provide a continuous flow
of actionable insights

Design

Diagnose

Discuss

• Detect: VoC leaders need to be strategic about when, where, and from whom
they solicit information.
• Disseminate: VoC programs need to invest in making sure that key people get
the right information at the right time and in the right form to help them make
better decisions.
• Diagnose: VoC programs need to develop processes for uncovering the
insights and testing hypotheses.
• Discuss: Firms need to put in place cross-functional forums to regularly
discuss insights since many issues can cut across organizational silos.
• Design: Firms need to follow user-centric approaches for identifying changes
that will improve the customer experience.
• Deploy: Since VoC programs only succeed when companies take action on
what they learn, firms need to prepare for those changes by establishing
release cycles and allotting resources to make and test ongoing changes.

Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Maturity Levels of Voice of the Customer Programs

Stage 5:
Transformers

These organizations link customer insight data into most
of the processes throughout their company, from
operational activities to strategic
decision-making.

Stage 4:
Collaborators

These organizations have strong relationships between the
VoC team and other parts of their business. They’ve
developed processes for tailoring data and insights to
meet the specific needs of other organizations and actively
support continuous improvement efforts.

Stage 3:
Analyzers

These organizations do a lot of data crunching. They find
interesting and novel ways for uncovering insights about
what’s working and what’s not working in the business.
They have some cross-functional processes set up, but the
effort is not well integrated with the rest of the company.

Stage 2:
Collectors

These organizations are caught up in just getting data.
They spend most of their time focused on discussions
about identifying the right ”listening posts,” choosing the
questions to ask, and debating the metrics to use.

Stage 1:
Novices

These organizations are in very early stages of VoC
development.

Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Temkin Group’s Voice of the Customer Program
Competency and Maturity Assessment (Page 1 of 2)
1 = Never

2 = Periodically

3 = Usually

4 = Almost always

5 = Always

1.##Monitoring#social#media#channels#is#integrated#with#monitoring#of#feedback#in#other#channels#
1. Monitoring social media channels is integrated with monitoring of feedback in other channels

#

2.##Customer#interactions#with#the#contact#center#are#analyzed#as#part#of#the#voice#of#the#customer#
2. Customer interactions with the contact center are analyzed as part of the voice of the customer
program
program#

#

3.##Feedback#from#front@line#employees#about#customer#problems#and#opportunities#is#actively#solicited#
3. Feedback from front-line employees about customer problems and opportunities is actively solicited
and
acted upon
and#acted#upon#

#

4.##Text#analytics#tools#are#used#to#automate#the#analysis#of#sentiment#and#topics#in#unstructured#data#
4. Text analytics tools are used to automate the analysis of sentiments and topics in unstructured data
sources#
sources

#

5.##Feedback#is#disproportionately#solicited#from#customers#in#key#segments#and#from#important#
5. Feedback is disproportionately solicited from customers in key segments and from important
interactions#(moments#of#truth)#
interactions
(moments of truth)

#

#

#

DETECT%total% %
DETECT total
6.###Operating#groups#across#the#company#are#provided#with#support#to#help#them#understand#and#apply#
6. Operating groups across the company are provided with support to help them understand and apply
#
customer#insights#to#their#organizations#
customer insights into their organizations
#

7.###Customer#insights#are#delivered#to#employees#in#formats#that#are#tailored#to#their#individual#roles#and#
7. Customer insights are delivered to employees in formats that are tailored to their individual roles and
responsibilities#
responsibilities
8.###Individuals#get#immediate#alerts#when#there#is#significant#customer#feedback#about#their#area#of#focus#
8. Individuals get immediate alerts when there is significant customer feedback about their areas of focus
9.###Customer#feedback#data#can#be#viewed#within#customer#management#applications#(CRM)#alongside#
9. Customer
feedback data can be viewed within customer management applications (CRM) alongside
other#information#about#customers#
other information about customers
10.##There#is#an#identified#group#of#employees#across#the#company#who#are#specialists#in#analyzing#and#
10. applying#customer#insights#
There is an identified group of employees across the company who are specialists in analyzing and
applying customer insights
DISSEMINATE%total%
DISSEMINATE total
11.#Feedback#is#analyzed#and#tracked#for#individual#customer#segments#and#for#critical#customer#
11. Feedback
is analyzed and tracked for individual customer segments and for critical customer
interactions#(moments#of#truth)#
interactions (moments of truth)
12.#There#is#capacity#available#in#upcoming#surveys#to#add#questions#for#digging#deeper#into#issues#
12. There
is capacity available in upcoming surveys to add questions for digging deeper into issues
uncovered#during#analysis#of#customer#feedback#
uncovered during analysis of customer feedback
13.#Employees#across#the#company#can#see#specific#feedback#and#verbatims#from#individual#customers#
13. Employees across the company can see specific feedback and verbatims from individual customers
14.#Analysis#identifies#specific#operational#activities#that#result#in#positive#and#negative#feedback#
14. Analysis identifies specific operational activities that result in positive and negative feedback
15.#Data#about#customers'#previous#interactions#with#the#company#is#integrated#with#analysis#of#customer#
feedback#
15. Data
about customers’ previous interactions with the company is integrated with analysis of customer
feedback
DIAGNOSE%total%

#

#
#
#
#
%
#

#
#
#
#
#
%
#

DIAGNOSE total
16.#Cross@functional#teams#regularly#meet#to#review#customer#insights#and#assign#action#items#
16. Cross-functional teams regularly meet to review customer insights and assign action items
17.#Progress#on#projects#that#come#from#analysis#of#customer#feedback#analysis#is#formally#tracked#and#
reported#on#
17. Progress
on projects that come from analysis of customer feedback analysis is formally tracked and
reported on
18.#Executives#regularly#review#and#discuss#results#from#analyzing#customer#feedback#

#
#
#

18. Executives regularly review and discuss results from analyzing customer feedback
19.#Customer#feedback#is#used#for#immediate#coaching#of#front@line#employees#

#

19. Customer feedback is used for immediate coaching of front-line employees
20.#Executives#hold#their#teams#accountable#for#taking#actions#based#on#analysis#of#customer#feedback#

#

20. Executives hold their teams accountable for taking actions based on analysis of customer feedback
DISCUSS%total% %

#

DISCUSS total
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Temkin Group’s Voice of the Customer Program
Competency and Maturity Assessment (Page 2 of 2)
1 = Never

2 = Periodically

3 = Usually

4 = Almost always

5 = Always

1.##Monitoring#social#media#channels#is#integrated#with#monitoring#of#feedback#in#other#channels#
21. When customer feedback analysis uncovers, the company follows a clear design process for developing
solutions
2.##Customer#interactions#with#the#contact#center#are#analyzed#as#part#of#the#voice#of#the#customer#
22.program#
Customers are involved in the creation of customer experience improvements
3.##Feedback#from#front@line#employees#about#customer#problems#and#opportunities#is#actively#solicited#
23. Improvements are made to experiences even when customers think they are already okay
and#acted#upon#
24. Brand promoters are targeted for campaigns to encourage them to advocate on behalf of the company
4.##Text#analytics#tools#are#used#to#automate#the#analysis#of#sentiment#and#topics#in#unstructured#data#
25.sources#
The company follows a repeatable process for redesigning experiences that require changes across
multiple organizations
5.##Feedback#is#disproportionately#solicited#from#customers#in#key#segments#and#from#important#
interactions#(moments#of#truth)#

#

DESIGN total
DETECT%total%
26. Owners of interaction channels throughout the company are prepared to make changes based on
findings from analysis of customer feedback
6.###Operating#groups#across#the#company#are#provided#with#support#to#help#them#understand#and#apply#
customer#insights#to#their#organizations#
27. Customer feedback goals are a core element of the requirements for new products and services
7.###Customer#insights#are#delivered#to#employees#in#formats#that#are#tailored#to#their#individual#roles#and#
28. responsibilities#
Newly deployed customer experiences are actively monitored and resources are in place to make
improvements
8.###Individuals#get#immediate#alerts#when#there#is#significant#customer#feedback#about#their#area#of#focus#
29. Resources are available for implementing changes in customer interactions based on findings from
9.###Customer#feedback#data#can#be#viewed#within#customer#management#applications#(CRM)#alongside#
analysis of customer feedback
other#information#about#customers#
30. Key decisions across the company incorporate the latest findings from analysis of customer feedback
10.##There#is#an#identified#group#of#employees#across#the#company#who#are#specialists#in#analyzing#and#
DEPLOY total
applying#customer#insights#

#
#
#
#
#
%
#

#
#
#
#
#

DISSEMINATE%total% %
#

#

11.#Feedback#is#analyzed#and#tracked#for#individual#customer#segments#and#for#critical#customer#
OVERALL TOTAL
interactions#(moments#of#truth)#

#

12.#There#is#capacity#available#in#upcoming#surveys#to#add#questions#for#digging#deeper#into#issues#
uncovered#during#analysis#of#customer#feedback#

#

13.#Employees#across#the#company#can#see#specific#feedback#and#verbatims#from#individual#customers#

#

14.#Analysis#identifies#specific#operational#activities#that#result#in#positive#and#negative#feedback#

#

Evaluating the Results
15.#Data#about#customers'#previous#interactions#with#the#company#is#integrated#with#analysis#of#customer#
feedback#

VoC Competency Area Totals:

Overall Total:

DIAGNOSE%total% %

VoC Maturity Level

#

#
#

16.#Cross@functional#teams#regularly#meet#to#review#customer#insights#and#assign#action#items#
6 to 9
Very Poor
< 50
Level 1: Novice
17.#Progress#on#projects#that#come#from#analysis#of#customer#feedback#analysis#is#formally#tracked#and#
10 to 13
Poor
50 to 74
Level 2: Collector
reported#on#

#

18.#Executives#regularly#review#and#discuss#results#from#analyzing#customer#feedback#
14 to 17
Okay
75 to 99
Level 3: Analyzer

#

#

19.#Customer#feedback#is#used#for#immediate#coaching#of#front@line#employees#
#
18 to 21
Good
100 to 124
Level 4: Collaborator
20.#Executives#hold#their#teams#accountable#for#taking#actions#based#on#analysis#of#customer#feedback#
#
22 to 25
Very Good
125 to 150
Level 5: Transformer
DISCUSS%total% %

#
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10 Highest Scoring Competency Questions
Percentage of “Always” or “Almost Always”

Competency

“Always”
or
“Almost
Always”

Disseminate

46%

There is capacity available in upcoming surveys to add
questions for digging deeper into issues uncovered during
analysis of customer feedback

Diagnose

39%

Individuals get immediate alerts when there is significant
customer feedback about their area of focus

Disseminate

33%

Feedback is analyzed and tracked for individual customer
segments and for critical customer interactions
(moments of truth)

Diagnose

33%

Detect

32%

Diagnose

32%

Executives regularly review and discuss results from
analyzing customer feedback

Discuss

32%

Analysis identifies specific operational activities that
result in positive and negative feedback

Diagnose

30%

Progress on projects that come from analysis of customer
feedback analysis is formally tracked and reported on

Discuss

28%

Customer feedback is used for immediate coaching of
front-line employees

Discuss

27%

VoC Capability

There is an identified group of employees across the
company that are specialists in analyzing and applying
customer insights

Customer interactions with the contact center are
analyzed as part of the voice of the customer program
Employees across the company can see specific feedback
and verbatims from individual customers

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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10 Lowest Scoring Competency Questions
Percentage of “Always” or “Almost Always”

Competency

“Always”
or
“Almost
Always”

Text analytics tools are used to automate the analysis of
sentiment and topics in unstructured data sources

Detect

18%

Monitoring social media channels is integrated with
monitoring of feedback in other channels

Detect

17%

Improvements are made to experiences even when
customers think they are already okay

Design

16%

Resources are available for implementing changes in
customer interactions based on findings from analysis of
customer feedback

Deploy

16%

Customers are involved in the creation of customer
experience improvements

Design

15%

Disseminate

13%

When customer feedback analysis uncovers a problem,
the company follows a clear design process for developing
solutions

Design

13%

Data about customers' previous interactions with the
company is integrated with analysis of customer feedback

Diagnose

12%

Brand promoters are targeted for campaigns to
encourage them to advocate on behalf of the company

Design

12%

The company follows a repeatable process for redesigning
experiences that require changes across multiple
organizations

Design

12%

VoC Capability

Customer feedback data can be viewed within customer
management applications (CRM) alongside other
information about customers

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Competency Questions That Increased The Most
Between 2016 and 2017
Change in percentage of companies that “Always” or “Almost Always” demonstrate
these behaviors, 2016 to 2017

Competency

Change
in
%points

Customer feedback goals are a core element of the
requirements for new products and services

Deploy

+6.3

Brand promoters are targeted for campaigns to
encourage them to advocate on behalf of the company

Design

+4.1

Improvements are made to experiences even when
customers think they are already okay

Design

+3.7

Customers are involved in the creation of customer
experience improvements

Design

+3.2

Diagnose

+2.6

Disseminate

+1.9

Cross-functional teams regularly meet to review customer
insights and assign action items

Discuss

+1.2

Progress on projects that come from analysis of customer
feedback analysis is formally tracked and reported on

Discuss

+0.7

Text analytics tools are used to automate the analysis of
sentiment and topics in unstructured data sources

Detect

+0.6

Resources are available for implementing changes in
customer interactions based on findings from analysis of
customer feedback

Deploy

+0.2

VoC Capability

There is capacity available in upcoming surveys to add
questions for digging deeper into issues uncovered during
analysis of customer feedback
Customer insights are delivered to employees in formats
that are tailored to their individual roles and
responsibilities

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Competency Questions That Decreased The Most
Between 2016 and 2017
Change in percentage of companies that “Always” or “Almost Always” demonstrate
these behaviors, 2016 to 2017

Competency

Change
in
%points

Discuss

-3.3

Disseminate

-3.9

Executives regularly review and discuss results from
analyzing customer feedback

Discuss

-4.4

Newly deployed customer experiences are actively
monitored and resources are in place to make
improvements

Deploy

-4.5

Feedback from front-line employees about customer
problems and opportunities is actively solicited and acted
upon

Detect

-4.5

Disseminate

-5.5

Design

-6.0

Disseminate

-7.4

Executives hold their teams accountable for taking
actions based on analysis of customer feedback

Discuss

-8.1

Customer interactions with the contact center are
analyzed as part of the voice of the customer program

Detect

-9.8

VoC Capability

Customer feedback is used for immediate coaching of
front-line employees
Individuals get immediate alerts when there is significant
customer feedback about their area of focus

Customer feedback data can be viewed within customer
management applications (CRM) alongside other
information about customers
When customer feedback analysis uncovers a problem,
the company follows a clear design process for developing
solutions
Operating groups across the company are provided with
support to help them understand and apply customer
insights to their organizations

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Voice of the Customer Competency and Maturity Levels
Companies in each stage of maturity
Transformers

1%

Collaborators

13%

Analyzers

40%

Collectors

37%

Novices

9%

Competency levels across Six Ds
Very good

Discuss

Good

15%

Diagnose

15%

Disseminate

13%

Deploy

10%

Design

7%

Poor

30%

34%

33%

10%

Detect

Okay

38%

12%

38%

12%

39%

25%

12%

44%

26%

16%

Very poor

16%

53%

40%

10%

35%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Voice of the Customer Competency and Maturity Levels, Changes
Companies in each stage of maturity
Novices

9%
4%
7%
37%
39%
41%

Collectors

40%
41%

Analyzers
36%

2016
2015

13%
14%
13%

Collaborators

Transformers

2017

1%
2%
3%

Companies rated as “good” or “very good” in each VoC Competency
20%

Discuss

24%
25%
17%

Diagnose

16%

Disseminate

19%
20%
16%
15%
14%

Deploy

2017
2016
2015

11%
12%
10%

Detect

Design

20%
20%

9%
4%
8%

Base: Organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2015, 2016, & 2017 CX Management Surveys
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Success Rates of VoC Programs Based on VoC Maturity
How would you rate the results of your voice of the customer program?
Very successful

18%
1%
76%

Somewhat successful
Neither successful or
unsuccessful
Unsuccessf ul
It's too early to tell

52%
4%

More Matur e VoC
Programs

20%
0%

Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

16%
1%
11%

Companies’ current performance in the following areas
rated as “good” or “very good”
84%

Soliciting customer feedback

43%
62%

Sharing feedback across the organization

19%

Developing actionable insights from the
data

16%

Using feedback as a success metric f or
new or enhanced experiences

17%

Designing solutions to problems based
on the insights

61%

58%

49%
13%

Reviewing implications that cut across
organizations

7%

Making changes to the business based on
the insights

9%

45%

More Matur e VoC
Programs
Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

40%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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VoC Insight Sources and Technology Based on VoC Maturity
Compared with the previous 12 months, how important do you think these
technologies will be to your VoC efforts during the next 12 months?
Integration of survey data with CRM
and operational data

78%
71%
70%

Predictive analytics

63%
65%

Text mining/analytics

64%

Platf orm for managing surveys,
doing analysis, and distributing
insights
Speech/voice analytics

61%

More Matur e VoC
Programs
Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

61%
41%
37%

Looking ahead three years, how important do you think these sources of
customer insights will be to your VoC program compared with today?
82%
73%

Customer interaction history

74%
66%

Front-line employee feedback

72%
67%

Social media conversations

68%

Online customer communities

55%

Open-ended verbatims from
customers

68%
72%
65%
63%

Qualitative research
Content of contact center
interactions
Multiple choice surveys of customers

More Matur e VoC
Programs
Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

57%
67%
30%
35%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Mobile VoC Based on VoC Maturity
Which of the following mechanisms (if any) are you using to collect
feedback from MOBILE DEVICES (select all that apply)?
61%

Survey through a mobile browser
52%

32%

Survey through a mobile app
14%

20%

Collection of verbal feedback

18%
More Matur e VoC
Programs

20%

SMS text message
10%

Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

20%

SMS with link to a survey
11%

9%

QR codes or short codes
3%

User generated pictures or video

Beacons or location-sensing
mechanisms

None of the above

2%
2%

2%
3%

18%
28%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Areas of Success Based on VoC Maturity
In which of the following areas has your voice of the customer
program SIGNIFICANTLY HELPED your company?
Identifying & fixing quick-hit operational
issues

60%
53%

Making strategic decisions more
customer-centric

59%
28%
59%

Identifying & fixing process issues

38%

Targeting coaching & training f or
employees

59%
46%

Recovering from problems with individual
customers

57%
54%
48%

Building customer empathy

29%

Fueling a continuous improvement
process

48%
28%
46%

Identifying & solving product issues

38%
20%

Making investment decisions more
customer-centric

35%
15%
35%

Identifying & fixing technology issues

Identifying innovative product & service
ideas

Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

24%

Making new offerings more customercentric

Identifying & fixing organizational issues

More Matur e VoC
Programs

28%
29%
9%
20%
12%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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The VoC Organization Based on VoC Maturity
How many full-time employees are dedicated to running your voice
of the customer program?
33%

11 or more

13%
17%
18%

6 to 10

20%

1 or 2
No dedicated full time
employees
I do not know

More Matur e VoC
Programs

21%
22%

3 to 5

Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

24%
2%
13%
8%
10%

Which of the following best describes the voice of the customer
efforts within your company?
There are significant efforts across the company
that are being driven by a centralized voice of the
customer group

32%
21%

There are significant efforts underway across the
company with significant coordination across
them

38%
15%

28%

There are significant efforts underway across the
company with minimal coordination across them

There are limited efforts underway in different
parts of the company

34%

2%
30%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Responsibilities of VoC Teams Based on VoC Maturity
Which of the following are the primary responsibilities of your company's
centralized VoC team?
79%

Def ine customer experience metrics for
the company

56%
78%

Develop regular (monthly/quarterly)
VoC dashboards for executive team

55%

Make recommendations f or
improvements that different
organizational groups should make
based on the VoC analysis

76%
51%

Develop customized VoC reports for
different organizational groups across
the company

64%
43%

Track progress of improvement
programs across the company that are
based on VoC analysis

60%
32%

58%

Maintain list of top customer issues
across the company

Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

37%
51%

Manage relationship with market
research vendor(s)

38%

46%

Train and coordinate VoC advocates
across the company

20%

Lead improvement programs across the
company that are based on VoC
analysis

We do not have a centralized VoC Team

More Matur e
VoC Programs

45%
28%
9%
22%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Senior Executive Involvement in VoC Based on VoC Maturity
Which of the following statements describe how the SENIOR
EXECUTIVE TEAM is involved with your company's VoC program?
80%

They get regular updates about the overall VoC
program

54%

70%

A member of the senior executive team is a
sponsor of the VoC program

41%

60%

They regularly review feedback data and
scores

34%
More Matur e
VoC Programs
57%

They often discuss the importance of the VoC
program to the rest of the company

51%

They use VoC insights to guide their own
decisions

None of the above

Less Mat ure
VoC Programs

31%

20%

4%
13%

I have no visibility to the senior executive team

4%
14%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Key Obstacles Based on VoC Maturity
Which of the following do you think are SIGNIFICANT OBSTACLES to
improving your voice of the customer program?
62%

Integration across systems

69%
50%

Cooperation across the organization

77%
48%

Funding levels

40%
45%

Clear ROI from VoC efforts

55%
39%

Staffing levels

45%
25%

Executive support

45%
22%

Agreement on metrics

Less Mat ure VoC
Programs

27%
22%

Sample sizes of f eedback

18%
20%

Internal skills & capabilities

35%
16%

Leadership of VoC program

34%
15%

Clear objectives for VoC program

Support from vendors

More Matur e VoC
Programs

41%
3%
5%

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
Copyright © 2017, 2019 Qualtrics®
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Percentiles of Results from Temkin Group Voice of
the Customer Competency and Maturity Assessment
Percentage of large
companies with
a lower score
100%

90%

80%

70%

90th percentile: 105
75th percentile: 90
50th percentile: 77
25th percentile: 61

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

0%

30
34
38
42
46
50
54
58
62
66
70
74
78
82
86
90
94
98
102
106
110
114
118
122
126
130
134
138
142
146
150

10%

Overall Score on Temkin Group VoC
Competency and Maturity Assessment

Base: 186 organizations with $500 million or more in annual revenues
Source: Temkin Group Q3 2017 CX Management Survey
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